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Overview

But, that doesn’t mean the year was devoid of 
challenges. While on one hand, a virtual team 
environment may have contributed towards
more efficiency for individuals, on the other hand, 
these silos created problems for managers
wanting to nurture career paths and retain
internal engineering talent.

So, where does that leave software 
development teams in 2021?

We surveyed 600 c-level executives and 600 
engineers from around the world across a variety
of industries. Our comprehensive data explains 
how the global pandemic impacted software
development teams and offers insights on how 
best to tackle roadblocks in team development
trend implementation so that your team is ready 
for the future.
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There was no room for slowing down 
over the past year. Industry trends
from AI and machine learning to DevOps 
and automation-continued to evolve 
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
challenging teams to adapt to new work 
environments and new technologies.

For the software development industry, 
keeping up with rapidly changing best 
practices is business as usual.
Because of this, development and QA 
teams adjusted quickly to the new
expectations of remote teams and 
upgraded company security measures.

We don’t make this claim lightly.
According to this survey data, 66% of 
senior leaders believe that remote work 
led to sustained or increased
productivity. Furthermore, 51% of
engineers found themselves more 
productive when working remotely.
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CEO Insights

Rajeev Rai has been a staple
in the Silicon Valley tech
industry for over 20 years.
After successfully creating and 
exiting his first company at 24 
years old, Rajeev set out to 
start QASource. 18 years later 
QASource is a leading software 
quality assurance company 
with offices in Silicon Valley, 
India and Mexico. Rajeev is 
also the CEO of MyCrowd,
QA On Demand and the Bebo 
Education Foundation in
Chandigarh, India. He is also
an active angel investor and 
currently sits on the board for 
multiple charities.

I was very surprised to see that 
only 31.33% of executive leaders invested in 
ongoing training for their engineering teams. 
At QASource we make a consistent effort to 
re-invest in our engineers training, tools and 
testing facilities to make sure our engineers 
are set up to be successful and that our
clients are able to leverage trained talent
and the latest software development and 
testing technologies.

Oftentimes, QA engineering is 
thought of as a stepping stone towards a 
development career, but at QASource we 
recognize it as any other engineering discipline 
and truly foster career development in the QA 
profession. Engineers are engineers no matter 
what part of the world you go to, and from 
what I’ve seen there are four key aspects that, 
if addressed correctly, will lead to a higher 
retention rate. These include competitive 
compensation, learning and development 
opportunities, accountability and autonomy.
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Quick Shareable Facts
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51% of engineers believe they got more work done working remotely

68% of C-level professionals believe that working remotely affected their
security protocols at least a little bit

46% of C-level professionals implemented two factor authentication for corporate
networks as an additional security measure while working remotely

44% of C-level professionals created a separate network for remote employees

66.5% of engineers stay up to date with trends or ahead of them

42% of C-level professionals invested in Security, Risk & Compliance in 2020

of C-Level professionals managing engineers believe that the productivity
of their teams either stayed the same or increased while working remotely
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Quick Shareable Facts
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of C-level professionals invested in Machine Learning & AI in 202038%

of the C-level professionals polled invested more in engineers in 2020
than they did in 2019

of C-Level professionals plan on hiring 5-10 engineers in the next
12 months

plan on hiring 10-20 engineers in the next 12 months

plan on hiring 20 or more engineers over the next 12 months

of C-level professionals said the biggest challenge with managing
engineers was managing teams remotely

50%

29.5%

32%

38%

24%
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Demographics

Specifically QA
Engineers

Software Development
Engineers

Female Male Aged 18 and over- Largest group
was 35 - 44 year olds at 38.5%

41% 59%

Engineer Demographics

New Zealand

US

UK

Canada

Ireland

Australia

21.00%

79.00%
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Director of QA

CTOs

QA Managers

VP of Engineering

VP of Product

Product Dev
and Research

Female Male Aged 25 and over- Largest group was
35 - 44 year olds at 42%44% 56%

C-Level Demographics

New Zealand

US

UK

Canada

Ireland

Australia

33.17%

17.00%

14.83%

13.05%

12.33%

09.17%
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Working remotely was not a choice during the 
height of the pandemic. With quarantines and 
lockdowns in place, it was mandatory for most 
software development teams to work from 
home - and to make that shift quickly.

Historically, many leadership teams have
hesitated to create remote teams, fearing
it would negatively impact their team’s
productivity and network security.
But, according to our research, many
companies overcame their preconceived
worries about remote work and implemented 
strong security measures designed to support 
remote work, despite reduced resources and 
increased internal pressures. 

Working remotely
Most executives and engineers are pleased with 
how effective their teams were while working 
remotely, as 66% of survey respondents saw 
steady or increased productivity rates over the 
last year. Still, remote work caused 33% of 
companies to struggle, as their team was not 
equipped to maintain pace and output levels 
once away from the office.

While 50% of engineers believed themselves to 
be more productive individually, top leaders 
were split pretty evenly across the board on 
whether remote software development
productivity stayed the same, increased, or 
decreased. Our results showed that 35% feel as 
though productivity was the same, with 34% 
believing productivity went down and 31% 
feeling as though overall productivity went up.

The Effectiveness and Efficiency of Remote
Software Development
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Remote software Dev was steady - productivity stayed the same

Remote software Dev was painful - productivity went down

Remote software Dev was sucessful - prodcutivity went up

C-Level Responses

How has the COVID-19 pandemic and working remotely impacted your
Software engineering efforts?

35.17%

33.83%

31.00%
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How has the COVID-19 pandemic and working remotely impacted your Software
engineering efforts?

Remote software Dev was steady - productivity stayed the same

Remote software Dev was painful - productivity went down

Remote software Dev was sucessfull - productivity went up

Has working remotely impacted your bandwidth?

I'm getting more work done remotely

I'm getting the same amount of work done remotely

I'm getting less done working remotely
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Engineer Responses

40.83%

50.83%

38.17%

11.00%

33.17%

26.00%
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Security

Most of the leaders we surveyed claimed that 
updating company security measures during 
the pandemic was not a struggle, which is a 
strong sign of healthy security practices already 
in place. It is important to note that leadership 
was more aware of these security issues
challenging their businesses in comparison to 
engineers who ranked their comfort level with 
security measures significantly higher.

This level of confidence did not stop
C-level leaders from integrating more security
measures during 2020. Their top security 
upgrades include implementing two-factor 
authentication for corporate networks,
creating a separate network for remote
employees and introducing additional
hardware control measures.
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What additional security measures did you team put in place to prepare
for remote working?

How has the COVID-19 pandemic and working remotely impacted your abilities
to manage the security of your development environment?

C-Level Responses

Introduced additional hardware control measures

Created a separate network for remote employees

Additional security measures were not implemented

Established a recurring vulnerability management program

Implemented two factor authentication for corporate networks

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment a little bit

Working remotely has not affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment greatly

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment quite a bit

32.00%

24.07%

22.77%

22.51%

19.31%

11.34%

31.67%

18.33%

18.00%
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Engineer Responses
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Keeping up with remote work expectations
was difficult for companies without strong 
security measures in place or established 
collaboration practices. And it’s a challenge
for any team today to ramp up these initiatives 
while maintaining development cycles and 
product deadlines.

As a friendly reminder, with a QA services 
provider like QASource, you partner with

experienced engineers who can help you
integrate best practices on productivity and 
collaboration across teams. We employ a team 
who already work in a time-tested, established 
and secure testing environment and can even 
help you upgrade your security measures 
across company networks - all without losing 
pace on your software development goals. 

How comfortable are you with the security measures your team put in place
for remote working?

Working remotely has not affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment a little bit

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment quite a bit

Working remotely has affected our ability to maintain a secure working environment greatly 

45.67%

35.50%

10.33%

8.50%
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C-Level Responses
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The trends that continued to emerge in software 
development and testing were very much 
aligned with the trends we saw gaining
momentum in years prior, e.g. AI and DevOps.

That being said, during the challenges of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, some of those trends 
gained more momentum than others, such
as security risks and compliance.

We all know, there’s no pressing pause in
this industry, so many companies pushed
their teams to find creative ways to adapt
new technologies and trends, even with 
resource limitations. 

Furthermore, software needs throughout the 
world changed. We saw significant spikes in 

software development in the healthcare and 
elearning industries.

Adapting to new technologies
and trends

In general, executives are confident in how 
quickly their team integrates future-focused 
trends and technologies into their daily
practices. Engineering leads also reported that 
they are satisfied with their team’s knowledge 
on the latest technology trends and their ability 
to keep up with industry changes, most likely 
because at least 23% of c-levels provide a little 
training, with 31% providing some and 34% 
providing a lot. A costly undertaking no doubt 
but necessary in a fast-paced industry.

Key Software Development Trends in
2021 and Beyond

Quickly

Very quickly

Somewhat quickly

Not quickly at all

How quickly is your team able to adapt to new technologies and trends?

32.00%

30.67%

26.83%

10.50%

https://www.qasource.com/


A lot

Some

A little

None

How much ongoing training does your organization provide engineers?

We keep up with trends

Somewhat knowledgeable

We stay ahead of trends

Not well-versed at all

How well-versed is your engineering team in the latest technology trends?
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Engineer Responses

33.67%

31.33%

23.33%

11.67%

47.00%

30.00%

19.50%

3.50%

Trends people moved towards

It’s no surprise that during the past year almost 
half of survey responders prioritized and
invested in remote teams and security risk
and compliance. The next largest investments 

from C-levels were in machine learning and
AI followed by automation. Not surprisingly
with the talent pool of skilled engineers
becoming limited.

https://www.qasource.com/
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A look at some of the trends executives took advantage of over the last 12 months:

C-Level Responses

Where executives spent the most money in 2020

Remote Teams

DevOps

Automation

Machine Learning & AI

Security, Risk & Compliance

Big Data

Other

None of the Above

Remote Teams

DevOps

Automation

Machine Learning & AI

Security, Risk & Compliance

Big Data

Other

None of the Above

19.70%

18.39%

16.60%

15.21%

13.69%

13.36%

12.96%

5.03%

4.76%

15.99%

14.74%

14.54%

13.95%

12.23%

4.56%

4.30%

https://www.qasource.com/


Trends people moved away from

Almost half of those surveyed stepped away 
from manual testing, a trend we’ve been seeing 
from years now. But what’s also interesting is 
that 36% of engineers moved away from

automating everything - proving that while not 
all things need to be manually tested, there is 
still certainly a need for manual testing.
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A strong software development strategy aims 
to stay ahead of the trends - that way, your 
team has ample time for training and
integrating best practices within your
development cycle. This may be easier said 
than done, especially with lean teams and 
restricted resources.

Your company can still lead the way on
adapting trends when partnering with

experienced engineers who have the foresight 
on what’s coming and the strategic knowledge 
on how to get there. A QA services provider like 
QASource can help shift your software
development practices across remote teams 
so that your team is more than ready for what’s 
to come in the future.

Engineer Responses

What types of QA testing did your team move away from in 2020?

None

Manual Testing 

Other

QA-Only Sprint Cycles (vs Agile)

Automating Everything

Regression Testing

30.18%

22.95%

20.19%

14.56%

11.56%

0.53%

https://www.qasource.com/
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Hiring new engineers will always present costs 
to a company. There’s salary and employment 
benefits, not to mention onboarding and
licensure costs. Let’s not forget the investment 
in ongoing training that we saw in earlier survey 
responses. 

Yet, our data shows that employee retention is a 
growing problem across the industry-in other 
words, your money was not well spent. 

Our survey results show that many companies 
are still building fully in-house teams, despite 
the managerial challenges facing leaders to 
nurture and retain talent. Based on our findings, 
we expect more companies to shift toward an 

outsourced or hybrid team model so that time 
and resources can be reallocated towards 
product-focused initiatives.

Current state of teams

While most teams slowed down their hiring in 
2020, senior leadership did not decrease their 
investment in software development. In fact, 
almost 80% of companies still found
themselves increasing their investments in 
engineering. This can be attributed possibly to 
most businesses configuring their teams 
in-house, be it distributed across locations or 
centrally at company headquarters.

Managing Software Development Teams

5-10

10-20

20-30

51 or more

How many engineers do you plan on hiring over the next 12 months?

32.33%

29.50%

22.50%

15.67%

https://www.qasource.com/
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How did your engineering investments in 2020 compare to previous years?

Invested more than 2019

Invested the same as 2019

Invested less than 2019

How is your current QA team configured?

In-house: One central location for all QA development

In-house, but distributed across location and/or separately from development

Outsourced with a QA partner

Combination of outsourced and in-house

49.50%

28.50%

22.00%

33.83%

29.50%

17.83%

18.83%

*The next question was only asked of those who answered either outsourced with a QA partner or 
combination of outsourced and in-house.

https://www.qasource.com/


Challenges with managing teams 
& retention

It is no surprise that managerial challenges are 
most demanding for c-level leaders, especially 
with many companies still maintaining in-house 
teams. The data proves that it’s difficult for 
executives to manage teams remotely while still 
developing the skill sets of their engineers, 

particularly if the right communication channels 
are not in place.

These challenges are impacting more than 
team leads. Retaining in-house talent proves to 
be a consistent struggle across companies, with 
60% struggling to retain development engineers 
and 80% of those surveyed struggling to retain 
QA engineers.
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Where is your outsourced QA team located?

What are the most common challenges with managing a software Dev team?

Offshore

Nearshore

Hiring 

Retention

Remote management

Developing skill sets

Communication

Security work environments

55.45%

44.55%

23.83%

21.50%

15.00%

14.00%

13.33%

12.33%

https://www.qasource.com/
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How difficult is it for you to retain engineers, particularly QA engineers?

How difficult is it for you to retain development engineers?

It is not a cost-effective business model, 
based on our data, to maintain fully in-house 
development and QA teams. Retaining internal 
talent is a constant challenge for businesses, 
despite leaders’ best efforts to manage 
employees remotely and grow their careers 
within the company. It’s easy to see why more 
teams are moving toward fully outsourcing 

their engineering resources or implementing a 
hybrid team mix. With a QA services partner 
like QASource, your leaders can focus more on 
reaching deadlines and delivering to market 
without the continuous fear of losing top 
talent to get you where you need to go.

Not difficult

Somewhat difficult 

Difficult

Very difficult (I can't keep an engineer for more than a year)

Not difficult

Somewhat difficult 

Difficult

Very difficult (I can't keep an engineer for more than a year)

42.33%

35.17%

26.67%

25.50%

12.67%

25.33%

19.83%

12.50%
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What’s next for software
development 2021?

If the past year 2020 taught us anything, it was
that we should always be ready for the unexpected. 

Just ask software development teams that thrived 
during the pandemic. It’s no secret why they didn’t 
miss a beat. They had already implemented a team 
strategy focused on software development and QA 
testing best practices. Therefore, these teams not 
only knew how to react to emergency situations,
but they were also pro-actively collaborating on the 
best ways to integrate these productivity and
security measures.

Today, software development and QA teams are no 
longer out of their comfort zone when it comes to 
working remotely and managing engineers from       

a distance. However, as our data shows, there is still 
room for team leads and executives to expand their 
approach and strategy so that they can grow the 
skill set of their teams more effectively in the virtual 
workplace.

And if training and retaining engineers, particularly 
QA engineers, remains to be difficult (and costly) it 
makes sense, more so than ever, to start considering 
partnering with an outsourced group of engineers.

Figuring out your next steps is not something you 
need to do on your own. A QA services partner like 
QASource can work with you to analyze your
internal processes and devise a development and 
QA strategy designed with best practices in mind
so that every project-regardless of circumstances
or resource restraints-stays on track.

Conclusion
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Fast Facts

QASource

Offices in the
US, Mexico and India

We have a 94% client retention
rate from VC-funded startups
to fortune 500 companies

Over 25% of our clients have
been with us for over 10 years

65% of our growth comes from
existing client references

Our clients reduced their
QA costs by an average of 60% 

We offer 3 high quality QA
engineering experts for the cost of
one full time engineer in the US

We have a team of 800+ talented,
experienced engineers and we
are constantly growing

100% engineer retention
during Covid-19
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You can read more case studies here.

90% of Our Clients are Market Leaders in Their Domain

Our Work Speaks for Itself

Want to learn more about how you can partner with a
QA Software Testing & Development team like QASource? 

REQUEST A DEMO

In our 19 years of QA testing, we’ve partnered with some phenomenal companies and have helped
them achieve some amazing results. Here are a few examples:

Helped a top global e-Publishing company reduce each release cycle by
30,000 hours, increase automation coverage by 75% and significantly reduce their
manual testing efforts.

Enhanced capacity for a leading video streaming provider by implementing
400 API test cases and 200 Automated API Test Cases to save over 88 hours
of manual testing efforts.

Helped a Medical Diagnostics Leader servicing 850,000 cancer patients
worldwide reduce their manual testing effort by 75% and increase their daily
cancer tests by 40%.

https://www.qasource.com/
https://info.qasource.com/request-a-demo
https://www.qasource.com/qa-outsourcing-case-studies?__cf_chl_captcha_tk__=0f3f6f5f8689c6297e48736ff9f7483b5eee26a5-1621511417-0-ASFvSzp8SLfKvtapApIu2fsbUPi-Nf6LVCJv7XdeGSM1O3N9OS7qyT1lN2eXqS3yFwh0jGOOM9pvMhuXVRfKfH3aeoQPl-I1ePnBLXq4i2yQ_G0welc9K6mxEkbRBT5IMiIrzXRObIRI4c1juNz2Mnfe9_qc2vZFPaY2E_7LvI-Bmyap5sG6j4Yvvej1Q9VhJR8oIlx2GbhWDNTP6C1CLLZww5JI3Eq9g4Z7vTwZGDYBhKqGaEOIbKiEbTJ7xF7F7mTBf_c7HLTwjv2Pr5PLUAlCAz-sz6nixXxAhnSF4xjxw_lfV3mZZm10P9mOfAYuRt5nbUruRumQJxEUX9zpaDfMsp341BVzKl_lt_8kbc_8a9imtguG6dSLJZjlCTVX1_X-VYo8Ty2Vmk49I8wABNMpF_lPur7f0YipivfCw_BAZAN81R7N2RqDeDe1GWaUXDic9LXatQ3RANTCF0Ny4O9BCeoRe6cPxdS0TEocmLlCKF6kTtsKz5Q7Qqcwrgolik927yGzx40jIMImakF8ActE6vuLeg5Bns0dlhJg_BR0NcGhNbUd7Qm5tKjPDV7YPPiVxK3iW_K1JEUoYfrdz3R007mA_eEV5r5v6dg0PHpqRU1tPtCtur6rAH0XB9lS2s1f9Veig5yXK4v7_VxwyN4
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